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11Graph11 , a FORTRAN program for the CDC 160~, simulates between-group 
variance com:r~onent estimates for the one-way classification and plots the 
frequency polygon for these estimates on the same graph as it plots an al1;roxi-
mate theoretical frequency. More information about the method of simulation 
and the derivation of the theoretical distribution has been given by Searle 
[1967 a & b]. This report gives detailed instruction for future users and 
describes so.me of the numerical difficulties encountered in ceveloping the 
:r~rogram. A brief discussion of future modification is also included. 
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"Gra:;?h", a FORTRAN progra.r;: for the CDC 1604, simulates between-grour 
variance component estimates for the one-way classification and plots the 
frequency polygon for these estimates on the sar.:e graph as it plots an approxi-
mate theoretical frequency. l>Iore information abo'l~t the method of simulation 
and the (lerivation of the theoretical distribution has been given by Searle 
[1967a ~ b]. This report gives detailef, instructions for future users and 
describes soue of the numerical difficulties encountered in developing the 
program. A brief discussion of future modification is also included. 
Instructions _£or using the progrru:·:. 
Deck sequence. The follo,'ling sequence of cards is required to ope.:..·o.te 
the program. 
1. Median de ci~ 
2. Control card 
3. Variance raVLo card 
4. N-Pattern ca1·ds (re_::,eated for eacb !)at tern) 
1. Median deck -- The prograrr. is now structured to read first a clecL of 
~~
125 cards containing 1000 equi-probe.ble intervals of the standarC..izeJ 
normal chst:cioution, vide Searle [Fl66]. 
?. Control card -- 'I'"l1e firct card read after the median (eel( contains 
~ ~
the number of variance ratios (a~ tc: be used vith eacr. n-pattern 
Oe' 
am"'. tLe numLer of sirnulations desired. l'he :11..;mber of .ratios r;ust ·ot:: 
,... 
- .::.. -
9un1!!1ed in care. coluz.ms 1-5 and the numbe:c of s:imulations in coLtirli•: 
)-10. A maximum of 20 ratios may be use3. 
.::. Variance ratio card 
~--..,.... 
The variance ratios are punched in columns . 
1-5, 6-10, • • •, 70-75· The dec:imal is assumed to be bet·ween the 
third and fourth column, i.e. xxx.xx. A second card may be used if 
more than fifteen ratios are specified in the control card. 
4. ~~!'£ ~ -- One or more cards are needed to specify each 
pattern. The number of groups (c) is punched in columns 1-5 of the 
first card vTith the number of observations in each group (n., i=l, ···,c) 
. ~ 
punched in columns 6-10, 11-15, • • •, '70-75· Patterns with more than 
fourteen groups may be continued on as many cards as necessary start-
ing in columns h-10. The program acc~Bodates a maximum of 50 grouus 
c 
with E n. - c ~ 340. 
! =1 ~ 
An additional restriction is that ·( E n. - ;) 
l.=J. ~ 
must be an even integer. 
Approximation to ~ theoretical distribution. 
ifumerical problems were encountered only when attempting to evaluate 
( ) = k2e-z/8a ,r - ~t m-1[ (1 l)]n-1 f + z v e t t+z a + 13 dt • (1) 
0 
The symbols used in (1) are those defined by Searle [1967b], who shmvs that 
t~lt above expression is equivalent to 
(2) 
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Evaluating the finite intergral by the simple trapezoidal rule using 200 




f,.(z) = ( ~ ) 4~ L g (z, 4~) 
i=l 
k. (~ )m+n-l -z/2a 
_1. = 2z e , 
' 
g(z,e) sin2tn-le ) 2m+2n-le cos 
Initially, k1 ,k2 and g(z,e) were computed in the form given above and 
the program evaluated the expressions with sufficient accuracy for balanced 
(3) 
and moderately unbalanced patterns with a small total number of observations. 
However, for patterns with many observations f+(z) was sometimes erroneously 
computed as zero which created gaps in the graph. This phenomenon is illustrated 









The discontinuities illustrated above were caused by an erroneous evalua-
tion of~' k 2 or g(z,a). For example, when computing k2 for a pattern with 
five equal groups of 50 observations per group, ~ ~ (.00008)125 • This number 
is too small to be represented in the FORTRAN system being used. Similiar dif-
f . ult" · d h l t" (~ )m+n-l -z/2a d th · d" "d 1 J.C J.es were experJ.ence "YT en eva :ua mg zZ , e an e m J. VJ. :ua 
terms in g(z,e), i.e. the terms found in f (g) were either too smal.l or too 
+ 
large to be computed in FORTRAN. 
The program was modified by using natural logarithms and including in the 
summation the constants which had originally been outside it. Therefore the 




f+(z) = L exp(c1-c2+c3) 
i=l 
c1 = (m+n-1) log{~z) - z/aa + log(TI/4oo) , 
c2 = n log(a) + m log(~) + log[f(n)] + log[f(m)] 
c3 = (2m-l) log[sin( 450)] - z(a+~~an2e - {2m+2n-l) log[cos{4~6)] 
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In addition to the discontinuity problem just discussed, f+(z) tended to 
become unstable for badly unbalanced patterns when cr2 was large. This is 
a 




This irregularity was caused by inaccurate evaluation of the definite integral. 
Although 200 intervals ·Here being used between 0 andn/2, for some patterns and 
values; of z, g(z,e) was zero in most of the intervals. A schematic diagram of 






9=0 8=A B==rr/2 e 
Figure IV 
- i.) -
The diagram indicates that as 6 becomes larger g(z,e) first increases 
until a maximum is reached and. then decreases until it is effectively zero. 
Because, to some degree of accuracy, g(z,e) remains. zero once it has decreased 
to that value, the program was modified to take at least 150 intervals between 
9=0 and that value of e where g(z, 9) becomes zero. Thus for the "z moderate" 
curve shown above, at least 150 intervals between 6=0 and 9=A would be used to 
approximate the area under g(z,e). 
Future modifications. 
A minor change in the gamma function subroutine should enable the program 
to be used for any n-pattern. f(x) is now ccmputed without using logarithms 
and therefore has a maximum argument of x ~ 171 because f(l72) is approximately 
1.2 X 10309. Thus the exponent of 10 for f(l72) is larger than the 3o8 maximum 
allowed by the FORTRAN system. The program actually uses only log f(x); there-
fore, the direct computation of log r(x) instead of first computing f(x) and 
finding its logarithm would extend the range of possible n-patterns. 
Two possible alternative stratigies for computing f+(z) have been suggested 
by Brown [1967] which would require more programming effort than would the 
change in the gamma function. One alternative is to use the Romberg integration 
algorithm developed by Bauer [1961] to evaluate the definite integral in (2). 
The other suggestion uses a simple transformation of (1) which would yield a 
more advantageous computing form than (2). 
Although the Romberg algorithm would. probably be very effective for those 
g(z,6) 1 s vThich resembled that of "z small" in Figure IV, it would be very 
inefficient for curves of the "z large 11 type. \<ihen integrating g(z, e) between 
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e = 0 and e = n/2 an "ordet' of at least five would be required to assume that 
n/2 
one non-zero value of g(z,e) was included in the evaluation of J g(z,e). This 
0 
is so because the number of intervals used by the algorithm is 2order; there-
fore to force an interval size of less than .o6, for example, would require the 
order to satisfy the equation TT < .o6. 
2order+l 
The use of the algorithm could be made more effective by considering the 
form of g(z,e). For example, if g(z,e) resembled the curve labeled "z smaJ.l" 
in Figure IV a low order Romberg integration between 0 and n/ 2 could be per-
formed. 'Alternatively, if g(z, e) was similiar to the "z large" curve either 
the order could be increased or the range of integration could be made smaller. 
The range of integration, the order of the algorithm or more probably both, 
would have to be varied to make efficient use of the Romberg procedure. 






dt = d"VT 
Substituting (4) into (1) gives 
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CX) 
f+(z) k z/2(3 J k [ (1 1) ]m-1 n-1 = 2e e-2 w-z a + ~ w dw 
z(~ + *) (5) 
(X) z(~ + ~) 
::: k2ez/2f3 { J n(z,w)dw - s n(z,w)dw } ' 
0 0 
-}w (1 1) m-1 n-1 where n(z,w) = e 2 [w-z a + ~ J w • Because m-1 is integer, [w-z(~ + ~)Jm-l 
may be expanded into a finite sum using binomial expansion. It is therefore 
possible to express the integrals in (5) as a finite sum in terms of gamma and 
inccmplete gamma functions. The utility of this form of :'..~.(z) 'ivill depend on 
·' . 
the ease with which the inccmplete gamma functions can be evaluated. Equations 
6.5.29 or 6.5.32 of Zelen and Severo [1964] could be used to evaluate the func-
tion. The relative size of the two arguments of the function wou::t.d dete.rmine 
which equation should be used. 
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